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Abstract—The mobile cloud computing (MCC) refers to an in-
frastructure that integrates cloud computing and mobile comput-
ing, and it has changed a great deal, the service provisioning of ap-
plications, which requires to get the data processed after collection
from vast sensor and Internet-of-Things-based network. The ever
increasing number of handheld mobile gadgets has exacerbated
the need for robust and efficient authenticated key agreements. We
could witness a number of MCC-based multiserver authentication
schemes lately to foster the secure adaptation of the technology;
however, the demonstrated solutions are either insecure or employ-
ing too costly bilinear pairing operations for implementation. In
view of limitations, as illustrated in previous studies, we propose
a novel pairing-free multiserver authentication protocol for MCC
environment based on an elliptic curve cryptosystem that is not only
efficient, but also free from security loopholes as demonstrated.
The performance evaluation section discusses and distinguishes
the findings among latest studies. The strength of the contributed
scheme is proved theoretically under formal security model.

Index Terms—Anonymity, attacks, authentication, crypt-
analysis, Internet-of-Things (IoT), mobile cloud computing (MCC).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE mobile cloud computing (MCC) framework lets the
mobile users benefit from rich computational capabilities

seamlessly, irrespective of the limited resources of mobile gad-
gets. The MCC might serve as a potential model for future
mobile applications requiring instant feedback and processing
from massive data produced of Internet-of-Things (IoT) and
wireless sensor network based nodes on the field [1], [2]. The
mobile devices are becoming more popular and offering people
with convenience. The MCC platform enables mobile users
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in accessing Internet during mobility, and in turn lets them
surmount the obstacles in the way of achieving efficiency and
performance. To avail quality multimedia services on demand,
the mobile gadgets may fall short of computing and memory
resources. This may be a bottleneck for applications whose dy-
namic needs scale abruptly. In most desktop applications, these
shortcomings can be settled with cloud computing that works
on the principle of utility computing. However, the demands of
running applications for mobile devices are not well addressed
by cloud computing. To bridge the gap, a technology framework
integrating mobile computing and cloud computing, as termed
MCC [3], has emerged recently that provides cheap, incessant,
and on-the-spot services to mobile users.

The basic motivation for MCC is to provide quality services
to resource-constrained mobile clients. However, unlike cloud
computing, it is difficult to secure MCC environment for its
total reliance on insecure wireless technology. Thus, the security
challenges, particularly user authentication in MCC, are getting
spotlight of research community for few years [4], [5].

The multiserver authentication (MSA) in MCC not only en-
dorse the mobile user’s authenticity to various servers using
a single password, but also helps unleashing the mobile user
of the hassle of performing multiple servers’ registrations. To
achieve this, some authors presented bilinear pairing–based
MSA schemes for MCC, however with high computation cost
for costly pairing operations. Some of the schemes also bear
high communication cost, which should be less in MCC due to
power constraint of low-end gadgets. Hence, a secure and effi-
cient MSA-based scheme is required for MCC framework that
relies minimally on pairing operations for mutual authentication
between user and server, leading to reduced communication in
mutual authentication phase.

A. Research Contribution

The salient points of contribution in this work are as follows.
1) To design an efficient and secure authentication protocol

by avoiding computation-intensive pairing operations.
2) To design a protocol framework in which servers are not

required to store either user-oriented’ verifiers or main-
taining repositories pertaining to users’ identities.

3) To design a scalable scheme that supports adding a new
user or a server freely in network, without requiring a re-
lated alteration in smart cards’ (SCs) or servers’ repository.
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4) To design a scheme in which the user should be able to
access the services of server after verifying it on the basis
of user’s identity and public key of registration center
(RC).

B. Organization of the Article

In this article, Section II describes the literature review.
Section III presents few preliminary concepts needed to grasp
the scheme. Section IV demonstrates the proposed scheme.
Sections V and VI exhibit formal security analysis and security
discussion, respectively. Section VII demonstrates performance
analysis. Section VIII concludes this article.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The problems in a conventional single-server authentication
scheme, i.e., [6] lead to the development of MSA oriented
paradigm. Li et al. [7] pioneered MSA protocol based on
neural networks. Later, many MSA schemes [8], [9] could
be witnessed. Then, another MSA scheme was presented on
symmetric cryptoprimitives by Tsai [10], although some attacks
were pointed by Liao et al. [11], onwards. However, Lin et
al. [8], [11] do not comply with anonymity and were based
on static identity. To comply with dynamic identity concept,
Liao et al. [11] presented a dynamic ID-based anonymous MSA
protocol, which was followed by other schemes [12]–[15]. These
schemes provide computational efficiency however, unable to
fulfill perfect forward secrecy. Later, some elliptic curve cryp-
tography (ECC) based MSA schemes were presented to boost
the security. The ECC-based schemes [16]–[18] show advan-
tage over symmetric schemes, yet lacking relevance for MCC
applications due to costly RC’s involvement in authenticating
cloud server and user. To encounter these issues, Tsai et al. [19]
presented a privacy-aware authentication scheme employing
bilinear pairing operation, which is followed by other schemes
[20]–[27] sharing similar drawbacks. Meanwhile, to eliminate
the involvement of RC, Mishra [28] and Lin et al. [29] introduced
their works, however suffer scalability problems, in case more
users or servers are added into the system. More recently, IoT and
cyber-physical system-based cloud computing schemes were
introduced [30]–[36]; however, these schemes were computa-
tion intensive or employed costly pairing operations besides
solving other problems. In this context, we propose an efficient
and security enhanced MSA protocol for MCC that achieves
mutual authentication without using bilinear pairing operations
and involving RC, employing only ECC-based operations.

III. PRELIMINARIES

This section illustrates some preliminaries as following.

A. MSA in MCC Context

In a single-server system (SSS), a mobile user needs to register
with each server in the system, with whom the former may get
the services. After getting registered from multiple servers in
SSS, the mobile user has to maintain many SCs and credentials,
which may sound frustrating for a mobile user. Fig. 2 depicts a

Fig. 1. MCC architecture.

Fig. 2. Registration and mutual authentication for MSA in MCC.

multiserver environment, where mobile users and cloud servers
register with a trusted authority, say RC [29], [30]. Using mul-
tiserver paradigm in MCC as depicted in Fig. 1, a mobile user
may seek services from various cloud servers, after performing
mutual authentication procedure using a single SC, identity and
password as issued from RC during registration. In conventional
MSA key agreements, mostly a user gets mutually authenticated
with cloud server Sj , however, with the mandatory participation
of RC in each session. In MCC, the elimination of RC from
mutual authentication is even more significant for reducing
computation and communication load due to the presence of
power deficient mobile gadgets.

B. Elliptic Curve Cryptography

The ECC, being one of public key cryptography-based al-
gorithms, was pioneered by Koblitz [38]. The infinite field in
ECC-based elliptic curves may comprise of both, even (Fm

2 ) and
odd fields (Fp). The motivation of using ECC is due to the lesser
key sizes as compared to RSA. For defining the elliptic curves
in ECC, an elliptic curve equation is delineated as Ep(a, b):
y2 = x3 + ax + b(mod p) over a finite field Fp, where a, b ϵ
Fp and 4a3 + 27b � 0(mod p). The following two definitions
substantiate the security properties of ECC.

Definition 1: It is hard to extract ω εZ∗
p from Ξ = ωP ,

where Ξ and PεEC(δ, σ). If 𝒜’s advantage to derive ω from
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS DEFINITION

Ξ in τ2 is Adv ECDLP
𝒜

(τ2), then Adv ECDLP
𝒜

(τ2) be advan-
tage probability for random τ2. We define ECDLP as hard, if
Adv ECDLP

𝒜
(τ2 ) <= μ2 holds for a small function μ2

Adv ECDLP
𝒜 (τ2) = Pr

[
ω εZ∗

p|Ξ = ωP
]
. (1)

Definition 2: To define an elliptic curve-based computational
Diffie–Hellman problem (CDHP) on EC , it is hard to build
[ω.∂]P ε EC(δ, σ) from Ξ, Ω given Ξ = [ω]P , Ω = [∂]P ,
Ξ, Ω, P ε EC(δ, σ) , and ω, ∂ ε Z∗

p. Thus, CDHP problem is
hard if advantage probability Adv CDHP

𝒜
(τ3) <= μ3 in random

time τ3 for any negligibly small μ3

Adv CDHP
𝒜 (τ3) = Pr[[ω.∂]Pε EC (δ, σ) |Ξ

= [ω]P ∧ Ω = [∂] P ]. (2)

C. Biohashing

The biohashing tool maps user’s biometric input vector into
random vectors, which then produces a code particular to each
user, as called Biocode. The concept of Biohashing was sur-
faced when Lumini and Nanni [37] proposed a paired authen-
ticator comprising of iterated inner products, further bearing
token-based pseudorandom integers, such a unique biometric
impression leads to construction of distinct compact codes.

IV. PROPOSED MODEL

The multiserver architecture involves three participants, that
is, user Ui, server Sj , and RC. RC chooses its master secret key
ms, long-term secret x, and public key ms P , while ms is only
known to RC, x is shared with all servers, and msP is known
publicly. The proposed model includes four subphases, i.e.,
server registration, user registration, login and authentication
phase, and finally password update phase. Some notations used
in the proposed scheme are depicted in Table I.

A. Server Registration Phase

In this section, the server Sj registers itself through RC and
adopts the understated steps for registration

1) First, Sj sends its identity IDj to RC, as shown in Fig. 3.
2) Next, RC generates a random number aj and calcu-

lates Spb = ajP and Spr = aj +ms h(IDj , Spb). Then,
it sends {Spb, Spr, x} to Sj using secure channel.

3) Sj , receives the message and stores {Spr, x} safely and
publishes Spb.

Fig. 3. Proposed model registration and mutual authentication.

B. User Registration Phase

For registration, Ui performs few steps with RC as follows.
1) Initially, Ui selects IDi, PWu, random numbers

b, c, imprints biometric Bi, and calculates Fi =
h(h(IDi ||PWu)||b) and h(PWu ⊕ b). Next, it submits
{IDi, Fi ⊕ c, h(PWu ⊕ b)} to RC using confidential
channel.

2) Next, RC generates a random integer ai and computes
Upb = aiP , Upr = ai +ms. h(IDi, Upb), J ′

i=Fi ⊕ c⊕
Upr, Di=h(IDi ||x) ⊕ h(IDi||h(PWu ⊕ b)||Upr), Gi =
h(IDi||h(PWu ⊕ b)||Upb) and stores {Upb, J

′
i, Di, Gi}

in SC. Next, RC delivers the SC safely to Ui.
3) After receiving SC, Ui computes Ei = b⊕Hf (Bi), Ji =

J ′
i ⊕ c and stores in SC, as well. Finally, SC holds

{Upb, Ji, Di, Gi, Ei}.

C. Login and Authentication Phase

Ui establishes a jointly approved session key with Sj , as
shown in Fig. 3. The procedure is given as follows.

1) Ui inputs the identity IDi, password PWu, and im-
prints biometric Bi using biometric sensor. Thereafter,
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SC calculates b = Ei ⊕Hf (Bi),G∗
i = h(IDi ||h(PWu ⊕

b)||Upb) and checks G∗
i ? = Gi. On failure, the SC aban-

dons the session. Otherwise, SC generates a random num-
ber xa and computes xaP . Further, it submits m1 =
{xaP} to Sj .

2) Sj receives m1 and generates random number xb. Then it
computes xbP and Mj = xb + Spr h(xaP, xbP ). Next,
it sends the message m2 = {xbP, Mj} toward Ui for
verification.

3) Ui then computes and verifies Mj .P ? = (xbP +
Spb + h(IDj , Spb)ms.P ) · (h(xaP, xbP )). If true, Ui

calculates Fi = h(h(IDi ||PWu)||b), Upr = Fi ⊕ Ji,
h(IDi||x)=Di ⊕ h(IDi||h(PWu ⊕ b)||Upr), Mi=xa +
Upr h(IDj , xaP ), SKji = h(xa.xbP ||h(IDi||x)||Upb||h
(IDi||IDj)), V ′ = h(xaxbP ), Vi = EV ′ (Upb ||IDi) and
Zi = h(SKji, Upb, xaP, xbP, IDi). Finally, it sends
m3 = {Mi, Vi, Zi} to Sj .

4) Sj receives m3, computes V ′′ = h(xaxbP ),
(Upb||IDi) = DV ′′(Vi), and recovers (Upb, IDi). Next,
it verifies Mi.P ? = (xaP + Upb + h(IDi, Upb)ms.P ) ·
(h(IDj , xaP, xbP )). If both are true, Sj further
computes h(IDi||x) and SKij = h(xbxaP ||h(IDi||x)
||Upb||h(IDi||IDj)) and compares Zi? = h(SKij , Upb,
xaP, xbP, IDi). If this holds true, Sj finally validates
Ui as a legitimate user, with the established session key
SKij .

D. Password Alteration Phase

Ui may change its password by taking the following steps.
1) Ui, after inserting SD into device, inputs its identity (ID∗

i ),
password (PW∗

u), and imprints biometric pattern B∗
i into

the scanner. Then SC calculates b = Ei ⊕ H(B∗
i ), G

∗
i =

h(IDi||h(PWu ⊕ b)||Upb), and checks G∗
i? = Gi. If the

equation does not match, it terminates session, or asks the
user to insert a new password PWnew

u .
2) Next, the SC calculates Fi = h(h(IDi||PWu)||b), Upr =

Fi ⊕ Ji, h(IDi||x) = Di ⊕ h(IDi||h(PWu ⊕ b)||Upr),
Gnew

i = h(IDi||h(PWnew
u ⊕ b)||Upb), F ′

i = h(h(IDi||
PWnew

u )||b), Jnew = F ′
i ⊕ Upr, and Dnew

i = h(IDi||x)
⊕ h(IDi||h(PWnew

u ⊕ b)||Upr).
3) Ultimately, the parameters Gi, Di, and Ji are exchanged

with Gnew
i , Di

new, and Jnew
i , respectively, in SC.

V. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS

In order to verify and evaluate the resilience of our proto-
col against recognized threats, we follow the security models
[39], which warrant the scheme’s security features (SFs) under
random oracle model (ROM) as follows.

Security goals: The security goals for formal analysis are:
1) to establish a mutually agreed session key between partic-

ipants proven under ROM;
2) to protect the privacy of the mobile user from adversary

during mutual authentication phase.
Interacting roles: The members Ui ε𝒰 or Sj ε𝒮 meet in an

authentication protocol
∏

. In a session, we symbolize an ϑth

TABLE II
SECURITY FEATURES

instance for Ui as
∏

ϑ
Ui and τ th instance of Sj as

∏
τ
Sj . An

instance
∏

ϑ
Ui or

∏
τ
Sj is regarded as accepted, if it holds session

keys 𝓈kϑUi or 𝓈kτSj , respectively.
Long-term keys: The Ui ε𝒰 uses PWu and a biometric Bi for

login verification. Ui gets private and public key as Upr and Upb,
while Sj ε𝒮 as Spr and Spb, respectively, from RC.

Adversarial model: Some capabilities of an adversary in
proposed scheme are assumed as following.

1) A probabilistic and polynomial time𝒜, with full authority
on channels, may seize and manipulate messages on in-
secure communicating channels. 𝒜 may get SC contents
and session-based ephemeral variables.

2) 𝒜 may be a malicious insider within an organization.
3) 𝒜 may communicate with any legitimate entity such as

user Ui, server Sj or even RC to implement the oracle
queries in Table II and get the competence to initiate the
attack.

𝒜 might launch the understated queries in any sequence.
Definition 3. Fresh Oracle: The oracle

∏
ϑ
Ui is called fresh if

1)
∏

ϑ
Ui is in accepted state or

∏
ϑ
Ui and its partner constructs an

agreed session key after exchange of communication messages.
2) Upon approval, the Reveal queries are not demanded or ever
sent over to

∏
ϑ
Uior the corresponding partner.

Definition 4. Protocol’s robustness We depict the strength of
authentication protocol (

∏
)’s using game Game (

∏
,𝒜), where

𝒜may initiate different queries, while it may use Test query just
one time to the fresh oracle. If it uses Test query after accepting
oracle

∏
ϑ
Ui,𝒜would produce output for single bit𝒷′. The intent

of 𝒜 is to make a guess of the bit 𝒷′ accurately in test session.
We can describe the 𝒜′s advantage as

AdvAPLMCC
𝒜 (𝒜) =

∣∣2Pr (𝒷′ = 𝒷
)− 1

∣∣ . (3)

The APLMCC is secure, if AdvAPLMCC
𝒜 for 𝒜 is insignifi-

cant. For proving the security strength of contributed protocol,
we employ DDH assumption as given in Definition 5.

Definition 5. Diffie–Helman (DDH) assumption: This
assumption is explained by two experiments, Expddh−real

P,g (A)

and Expddh−rand
P, g (A). The attacker A is provided xaP ,

xbP , xaxbP in Expddh−real
P,g (A), and xaP , xbP , xcP in
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Expddh−rand
P, g (A), where xa, xb, and xc are selected from Z∗

n,
g be large prime and P is generator of a finite cyclic group G.
The A’s advantage for violating DDH property is

AdvddhP,g (A) = max
{∣∣∣Pr [Expddh−real

P,g (A) = 1
]

− Pr
[
Expddh−rand

P, g (A) = 1
] ∣∣∣} . (4)

Theorem 1: We assume D as a uniformly distributed dic-
tionary of all possible passwords with length |D|, and � as
proposed protocol. Using DDH assumption, we have

AdvD,
∏ (𝒜) ≤ qr2h

2l
+

(qrs + qre)
2

g2
+ 2qre. AdvDDH

P, g (A)

+ 2 max

{
qrh
2k

,
qrs
|D|

}
(5)

while qrs, qre, and qrh characterize the number of SendClient,
Execution, and Hash queries, respectively; and l denotes length
of a user’s identity as well as password.

Theorem proof (Game attacks): This theorem is verified by
series of games, beginning real attack G0, and terminating at G4,
where𝒜 does not have significant advantage. We may represent
an event εn for each game Gn, while n ranges {0 ≤ n ≤ 4} in
order that 𝒜 may accurately guess bit 𝒷 in the Test query.

Game G0: This game G0 is a factual attack in ROM, and all
instances are simulated as actual execution in oracle. For event
ε0, 𝒜 may guess 𝒷 in Test query as

AdvD,
∏ (𝒜) =

∣∣∣∣2Pr [ε0 ]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ . (6)

Game G1: The game G1 is alike game G0, but it models hash
oracles h and H by keeping hash list Lh bearing entries (In, Op).
The hash list outputs Op after consulting (In, Op) on receiving
hash query. Otherwise, it selects Op randomly, modifies the
entry (In, Op), and submits to 𝒜. From 𝒜

′s perspective, the
real attacks on protocol and G1 simulation are indistinguishable.
Since the oracles queries having Send, Corrupt, Reveal, Hash,
Execute, and Test are simulated in the same manner as a real
attack, hence

Pr [ε1] = Pr [ε0] . (7)

Game G2: This Game is just similar to G1 and we model
these oracles with the exception that if 𝒜 makes a guess
of participants’ credentials, given that the partial transcripts
{xaP, xbP} find a match with real values or face collisions, the
executions will be terminated. If we refer to birthday paradox,
the probability of collisions for random output of hash-oracles is

not higher than qr2h
2l+1 . Similarly, its probability in the transcripts

is at most (qrs+qre )
2

2g2 . Hence

|Pr [E2]− Pr [E1]| ≤ qr2h
2l+1

+
(qrs + qre)

2

2g2
. (8)

Game G3: In this game, the simulation of queries is altered to
SendClient oracle. First, we select a session at srandom, executed
by involved instances

∏
ϑ
Ui and

∏
τ
Sj .

1) On receiving SendClient (
∏

ϑ
Ui, Start) query, we select at

random, a value a ϵ Z∗
n to compute xaP and submit to 𝒜.

2) On receiving SendServer (
∏

τ
Sj , xaP ) query, we select b

ϵ Z∗
n and compute xbP , Mj , xb.xaP , Spb similar to real

protocol, then would return {xbP, Mj} to 𝒜.
3) Next, on receiving SendClient (

∏
ϑ
Ui, (xbP,Mj)), we

compute Mi, Vi, Zi, and return {Mi, Vi, Zi} to 𝒜.
Hence, it is noticeable that G3 is completely indistinguishable

of the previous game G2. Hence

Pr [ε3] = Pr [ε2] . (9)

Game G4: In game G4, the queries’ simulation is again
modified to SendClient oracle. The process of computingxbxaP
is also changed to minimize its dependence on PWu and tempo-
rary variables. When SendServer (

∏
τ
Sj , xaP ) and SendClient

(
∏

ϑ
Ui, (xbP,Mj)) are requested, we compute xcP , where xc is

randomly selected from Z∗
n. The distinction between G3 and G4

becomes evident from the following equation:

|Pr [E4]− Pr [E3]| ≤ qre ·Adv DDH
P, g (𝒜) . (10)

Hence,𝒜might design a DDH solver after distinguishing G3

and G4. In game G4, we chose a randomly chosen key xc, which
could be evaluated from legal SKij using two cases.

Case 1: In this case, 𝒜 puts a query Zi =
h(SKij , Upb, xaP, xbP, IDi) to h. The event probability
for this amounts to qrh

2l
.

Case 2: 𝒜 requests SendClient query with the exception of
SendClient (

∏
τ
Sj , m) and successfully masquerades Ui as Sj .

𝒜 is not allowed to expose the static key PWu of Ui. Therefore,
𝒜 needs to access U ′

is PWu for impersonation threat. Its prob-
ability is calculated as 1/D. Since there are at most qrs number
of sessions for that type, hence the probability of occurred event
is less than qrs/|D|, and we may infer the following equation:

Pr [E4] =
1

2
+ max

{
qrh
2k

,
qrs
|D|

}
(11)

Using (3)–(11), we have

Pr[E4] =
1
2+max

{
qrh
2k

, qrs
|D|

}
AdvD,

∏(𝒜) = 2
∣∣Pr [ε0 ]− 1

2

∣∣
= 2

(
|Pr [ε0 ]−Pr[ ε4 ]|+max

{
qrh
2k

, qrs
|D|

})

≤2
(
|Pr [ε1 ]−Pr[ ε2 ]|+|Pr[ ε3 ]−Pr[ ε4 ]|+max

{
qrh
2k

, qrs
|D|

})

≤
(

qr2h
2l

(qrs+qre )
2

g2 + qre Adv DDH
P, g (𝒜) 2 max

{
qrh
2k

, qrs
|D|

})
.

VI. SECURITY DISCUSSION

The informal security discussion related to our scheme is
illustrated as follows.

Theorem 2: Our scheme ensures user’s anonymity and un-
traceability and resists offline password-guessing attack in line
with threat model assumptions, while the probability of adver-
sary’s success is negligible.

Proof: In our scheme, Ui forwards its identity IDi by
computing V ′ = h(xaxbP ), Vi = EV ′(Upb||IDi). Since xaxbP
can only be constructed by a valid Sj , we deduce that IDi

remains confidential with Sj having identity IDj . Besides,
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the exchanged messages do not contain any distinguishable
factor to assist 𝒜 in tracing Ui. Besides, 𝒜 may intercept
{xaP, Mi, Vi, xbP, Mj , IDj , Zi}on insecure channel. It may
also extract SC contents {Gi, Di, Ei, Ji, Upb} using the side-
channel attack. Nonetheless, 𝒜 cannot get PWu from these
contents since PWu is not used in the construction of param-
eters except Gi and Ji. To guess PWu from Gi and Fi, b
is required, which cannot be derived from Ei until biometric
value is known. Hence, it is proved that our scheme not only
provides anonymity and untraceability to Ui but also resists
offline password-guessing attack. �

Theorem 3: Our scheme is immune to user and server imper-
sonation attacks in consideration with the assumptions of threat
model.

Proof: In our scheme, 𝒜 cannot initiate an impersonation
attack as long as 𝒜 is not able to access PWu, or private keys
of participants. Since to forge the user, 𝒜 cannot modify Mi

corresponding to xbP until 𝒜 gets access to PWu and Upr of
a particular user. Likewise, any malicious server may attempt a
server spoofing attack toward Ui; however, it cannot construct
Mj againstxaP for not havingSpr of a server.𝒜 can only replay
Mj , which is detected upon the Ui′s verification for Mj .P ? =
(xbP + Spb + h(IDj , Spb)ms.P ).(h(xaP, xbP )). Therefore,
it is proved that our scheme is resistant to masquerading
attacks. �

Stolen card attack: In this attack, 𝒜 steals SC and attempts
to guess user’s password and launch an impersonation attack.
Nevertheless, in our scheme to launch any type of replay, forgery,
or modification attack,𝒜will need access to Upr for generating
Mi and ultimately m3 = {Mi, Vi, Zi}, which is not possible
without accessing biometric Bi. Hence, the stolen SC contents
may not help adversary in this attack.

Known-key security: The knowledge of session key may not
assist 𝒜 in guessing either user’s or server’s private key or
session keys (past or future) in proposed scheme.

Perfect forward secrecy: The contributed protocol adheres
to perfect forward secrecy, even if private keys of RC,
Ui or Sj (ms, x, Upr, Spr) are lost involuntarily. That is,
the contributed scheme develops a session key as SKji =
h(xaxbP ||h(IDi ||x)||Upb||h(IDi||IDj)) by using xa and xb as
xaxbP , which is intractable due to ECDLP, and cannot be
guessed in polynomial time.

No session-specific temporary information attack: Our
scheme provides protection to session keys in case the cor-
responding session specific temporary variables are exposed
accidentally, i.e., xa or xb, since 𝒜 requires access to user’s
dynamic key h(IDi||x) for constructing session key SKji =
h(xaxbP ||h(IDi||x)||Upb||h(IDi||IDj)). However, h(IDi||x)
cannot be extracted from Di in SC until h(PWu ⊕ b) and Upr

are also known. Hence, our scheme defies a session-specific
temporary information attack.

No key-compromise impersonation (KCI) attack: The KCI
attack is possible when some of the leaked parameter of user’s
domain leads to server masquerading attack [41], [42]. In our
protocol, even if user’s parameter Upr is compromised, it may
not lead to server masquerading attack, as 𝒜 cannot construct
a fresh Mj = xb + Spr h(xaP, xbP ) without knowledge of

TABLE III
SECURITY FEATURES

SF1: Provides anonymity. SF2: Provides mutual authenticity. SF3: Resist malicious
insider threat. SF4: Resist offline password-guessing threat. SF5: Resists stolen SC
threat. SF6: Resist replay threat. SF7: Pairing-free protocol. SF8: Provides session
key verification. SF9: No verifier table. SF10: Provides perfect forward secrecy. SF11:
Provides known key secrecy. SF12: Resists impersonation attack. SF13: Resists desyn-
chronization attack. SF14: Resists DoS attack. SF15: Resists session-specific temporary
information attack. SF16: Resists KCI attack. SF17: Resists private key guessing attack.
SF18: No time synchronization required. SF19: Scalable (easy server addition into
network). SF20: Immune to traceability attack.

Spr. A user may foil any such attack by verifying Mj .P ? =
(xbP + Spb + h(IDj , Spb)ms.P ). (h(xaP, xbP )). Hence, the
proposed scheme is resistant to KCI attack.

VII. PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION

With a consideration to contribute an MCC scheme without
bilinear pairing operations and achieving the same objectives
as given in Section I-A, we proposed a novel scheme and
achieved the following results in our favor. This section ana-
lyzes the performance of the proposed model against the works
presented in [19]–[26] and [30]–[32] in terms of vulnerabil-
ity analysis and computational or communicational costs. It
is obvious from Table III that the schemes [19], [21]–[25],
[30] for MCC do not provide immunity from impersonation
attacks. Moreover, the works presented in [19]–[21], [22], and
[31] do not provide immunity of session-specific ephemeral
information attack, while [21]–[23], [25] do not resist against
stolen SC attacks. The schemes [21], [30] are not secure against
KCI attack, while schemes presented in [26] and [32] suffer
traceability. Second, those protocols do not comply with mutual
authentication, and also suffer the desynchronization problem
during biometric imprinting in login phase. The schemes [21],
[23]–[25] do not maintain user’s anonymity, while schemes
presented in [21], [26], and [31] are unable to resist against
DoS attack due to the verifiers’ maintenance at server. The
schemes [26]–[32] affect the scalability of the system, i.e., a
new server cannot be added without upgrading SCs of users.
Besides, the work presented in [30] does not provide session
key verification to participants and is prone to insider attack. The
schemes [23], [26]–[31] suffers time synchronization problem.
Likewise, offline password-guessing attack could be initiated
against [22]–[25]. One of the salient features that distinguish our
technique with [19]–[22] is that it provides mutual authentica-
tion without employing the bilinear pairing operations. While the
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TABLE IV
COMPUTATIONAL COST COMPARISON (MS)

TABLE V
COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF OPERATIONS

work presented in [24] is also pairing-free MCC authentication
protocol, however, it undergoes many limitations. The schemes
[25], [26], [30] are efficient in terms of computation; however,
these schemes suffer from other limitations, as given in Table IV.
For mutual authentication, our scheme employs an ECC-based
point multiplication that is a comparatively less computation
intensive than a bilinear pairing operation.

Table V lists few symbols for timings of used operations that
represent TH for one-way hash operation, TSYM for symmet-
ric key-based operation, TBP for bilinear pairing, TECPM for
EC-based point multiplication, TM for multiplication, TPA for
point addition, TExp for performing modular exponentiation,
TMTP for computing map-to-point function, and TFE for fuzzy
extraction operation.

The computational costs are computed using MIRACL li-
brary [40] upon implementation on Android-based client, i.e., a
mobile device (Lenovo Zuk Z1, Quad-core 2.5 GHz processor
with 3 GB of RAM and Android V5.1.1 Operating system).
For implementing a server, we used a personal computer (HP-
based E8300 having Core i5, 2.96 GHz processor with 6 GB
of RAM and Ubuntu 16.12 Operating system). We conducted
experiments on client-based mobile device and server-based
personal computer, and the related costs are given in Table V.
Table IV compares computational costs of [19]–[26] and [30]–
[32] against our scheme. It is obvious that on user’s end, schemes
in [20]–[22] bear high computational cost, i.e., 65.46, 63.72,
and 90.38 ms, respectively, due to costly map-to-point hash
function and bilinear pairing operations. The schemes [19],
[23]–[26], [30]–[32] and our scheme take 34.48, 45.60, 90.38,
22.85, 12.03, 23.12, 45.24, 0.625, and 34.48 ms respectively.
The schemes [19]–[24] are computation intensive either due to
costly map-to-hash operations or bilinear paring operations or

Fig. 4. Pictorial view of comparative analysis.

TABLE VI
COMMUNICATION DELAY

higher number of ECC-based point multiplications. Despite the
heavy computational costs, these schemes are prone to many
limitations, including vulnerability to lacking anonymity, insider
threats, offline guessing attacks, stolen SC threats, imperson-
ation, and session specific ephemeral secrets leakage threats.
Although schemes in [25], [26], and [30] take less computational
overheads than our scheme but are exposed to many security
drawbacks, as given in Fig. 4 as well as Table III. Moreover,
schemes in [26] and [30]–[32] are not scalable and restrict free
addition of users or service providers into the system since there
is a tradeoff between efficiency and computational cost. The
balance of the two needs to be maintained for a secure and
efficient protocol. Our scheme takes far less computational cost
than [19]–[24], [31] since it is pairing-free MSA protocol as
depicted in the round trip time (RTT) column of Table IV as
well as Fig. 4. The RTT, being the total network latency, is the
sum of total execution time for user as well as server.

Our scheme takes a bit more computations than [25], [26],
[30]; however, it is secure than all those counterparts as evident
from Table III. To the best of our knowledge, yet there is no
pairing-free MSA protocol providing secure mutual authentica-
tion to clients. The security properties of the proposed scheme
are complemented by theoretical proofs.

Table VI depicts the communication overhead in bits for
various schemes [19]–[26], [30]–[32]. We assume the com-
munication cost for various parameters, i.e., for user identity
as 160-bits, random number as 160-bits, hash function digest
(SHA-1) as 160-bits, elliptic curve point (pair) as 320-bits,
timestamp as 32-bits, modular exponentiation as 160-bits, and
symmetric encryption as 128-bits. The communication cost of
the proposed protocol is computed as 1248-bits which is efficient
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as compared to [19]–[21], [23]–[25], although a little higher
than other schemes [22], [26], [30]–[32]. There is a tradeoff
between overheads and strong security, the security of our
scheme is verified through rigorous random oracle-based formal
analysis. Therefore, in comparison with previous schemes, our
scheme provides effective mutual authentication to participants,
immunity from known attacks, and computational and com-
municational efficiency in MCC framework without involving
registration authority.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The security hazards have become an impediment in the way
of adapting MCC paradigm. To secure the MCC environment,
many schemes have been demonstrated lately in order to meet
the dynamic needs of mobile users for resources. The schemes
either have security loopholes or being inefficient on account
of costly pairing-based implementations. To defy the identified
limitations, we proposed a novel pairing-free MSA protocol for
MCC environment that is far efficient than other contemporary
schemes. The proposed scheme not only provides computational
cost efficiency but also preserves the features of costly pair-
ing schemes, such as achieving secure mutual authentication,
anonymity, scalability etc. The SFs are supported with rigorous
and formal theoretical analysis.
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